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Introduction 
 
Since at least the US ”pivot“ to Asia under the administration of Barack Obama the 
Associated countries in the Eastern Partnership (EaP)2 initiative have found themselves 
stuck in a political and security limbo, defined by a resurgent Russia, the declining role of 
the US and an EU struggling to cope with its new role as a geopolitical actor. Neither the 
turbulent years under Donald Trump nor a return to normalcy under Joe Biden have 
changed much for Kyiv and Tbilisi. Recent evidence shows that reorientation of US’s foreign 
policy away from a focus on Europe and towards Asia is a systemic change, not a personal 
choice, and will not be reversed anytime soon. 
 
When considering these swiftly unfolding geopolitical changes, a question is often asked by 
foreign policy practitioners and scholars in countries at the EU’s Eastern frontiers: since US 
interests in European affairs has decreased somewhat, can EU's eastern neighbours rely on 
Germany, as Europe’s most powerful state, to provide for their security and back their Euro-
Atlantic aspirations? This policy document attempts to answer this question by unpacking 
Germany’s complex approach towards the EaP countries and underlining its major 
limitations. 
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An Ambivalent Partner 
 
It’s very hard to extrapolate Germany’s exact impact on the Associated EaP countries since 
Berlin’s attitude towards its Eastern geographic proximity is often ambivalent, contradictory 
and a subject to conflicting interests as well as, many would argue, driven by a Russia-first 
approach.  
 
On the positive side, Germany seems to be a driving force behind the EU’s initiatives, 
policies, and platforms for the EaP countries. Berlin played a key role in galvanizing the EU 
member states’ support for sanctions against Russia, supported deployment of the civilian 
CSDP missions in the EaP countries and provided comprehensive financial and political 
support to the region (Kakachia et al. 2019). Hence, despite many flaws Germany remains 
the key EU partner for the Associated EaP countries who wish to cooperate closely with the 
EU and NATO. Most importantly, Germany provides some, if minimal protection against 
Russia. German politicians stepped in quickly to stop full-blown conflicts when Russia 
invaded Georgia in 2008, and Ukraine in 2014. The EUMM in Georgia, decisively supported 
by Germany, is the only international mission that stands in the conflict areas between 
Georgia and Russia. Germany has also been the main supporter of the continuing sanctions 
regime against Russia over the Kremlin’s actions in Ukraine. Germany’s bilateral ties with 
the associated countries are also crucial: Berlin is one of the biggest providers of financial 
and economic assistance and political support to the EaP countries. Finally, while Germany 
opposes EU and the NATO membership for Ukraine and Georgia Berlin has been a major 
political force behind differentiated integration of the Associated Trio into EU structures, 
including the Association Agreements, the DCFTAs and visa liberalisations. Last, but not 
least, Germany has been heavily involved in the reform agendas of the three Associated 
countries – providing pro-reform coalitions with financial, political, and advisory support. 
Together with the EU and the US, German policy-practitioners and other stakeholders have 
played a key role in stabilizing and advancing the democratization and Europeanization 
processes in the three countries and in avoiding authoritarian rollback.    
 
However, there is only so much Germany can and is willing to do in the EU’s eastern 
neighborhood. The policy-practitioners in Kyiv, Chisinau and Tbilisi would be well-advised 
not to have high expectations from Berlin in key areas of security and military cooperation 
or support for NATO and/or EU accession. Specifically, in military and security domains 
the EU's strongest and biggest member state has structural and cultural foreign-policy 
limitations that would not allow it to fill the security vacuum left by a diminishing US role 
or, in extension, by any replacement of the latter by NATO.  The recent discussion among 
German policy-practitioners and analysts about supporting Ukraine with defensive 
weapons only goes to prove this trend. The discussion was provoked by a comment 
(EURACTIV 2021) from Robert Habeck – one of the leaders of Germany’s Green party.  He 
supported the idea of Germany supplying Ukraine with defensive weapons, and in doing so 
also broke a German taboo against active involvement in armed conflicts. Habeck’s proposal 
was unanimously condemned by a majority of Berlin’s political elite, from the traditionally 
Russia-friendly Social-Democrats (SPON 2021a) to politicians in Habeck’s own party (SPON 
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2021b). German insistence that provision of defensive arms further exacerbates conflicts and 
prevents their peaceful resolution seems to be as naïve as it is functionally flawed from the 
Eastern European perspective. It is, however, based on two main pillars of Germany’s post-
WW2 national security culture: anti-militarism and the special relationship with Russia.  
 
 

German Culture of National Security: Anti-militarist but with “Plot 
Holes” 

 
The German national security culture is grounded in the country’s critical reflection on past 
wrongdoings. It is  a unique blend of militant pacifism, anti-militarism, lack of sovereignty 
and rejection of “normalcy”, as well as passivity and restraint in international affairs 
(Techau 2011). As time has passed,  however, German self-loathing has become an 
inadequate and  “a pseudo-moralist political bingo chip” to justify German inaction on 
security and military-related matters (Techau 2011). 
 
German inaction is not only felt in foreign and security policy, however: Germany, generally 
is not used to big-bang solutions to problems. Rather, it seems to have a status-quo 
mentality and Berlin’s default modus operandi is to approach the problem with small steps. 
This is how the German government approached the Eurozone and migration crises – and in 
doing so managed to avoid the worst, but fell short of implementing visionary reforms that 
could have given the EU a new lease of life. This lack of leadership qualities is not only 
noticed by EU’s neighbors but also by the EU member states, which expect Germany to take 
more responsibility. 
 
On the other hand, Germany’s self-image as a pacifist and morally superior actor begins to 
quickly fall apart when looking at the bigger picture of controversy in German foreign 
policy. There is no adequate answer to the question of why is it morally right to provide 
military equipment to regimes such as Saudi Arabia, which is also involved in multiple 
conflicts and crisis, but why is it morally wrong to do the same with Ukraine? Moreover, 
while Germans claim that supplying defensive weapons to Ukraine would further 
exacerbate the conflict in Eastern Ukraine, Berlin’s energy policy itself could have a no less 
negative impact on further intensification of the conflict. Construction of the Nord Stream 
pipelines will not only strengthen Russia’s position vis-à-vis Ukraine and further stabilize 
Vladimir Putin’s regime but, most importantly, it will also remove  the key  factor that 
incentivizes cooperation between Ukraine and Russia and holds Russia back from waging a 
full-blown war against Ukraine (Dempsey 2021; Meister 2019). The pipeline also stabilizes 
Putin’s political regime in Russia. It connects EU business and firms with Russian companies 
that are part of Putin’s clientelistic network and received additional funds in the Nord 
Stream pipeline construction process (Meister 2019). Politically the construction of the 
pipelines divides the EU, weakens the EU’s Energy Union and tarnishes the image of 
Germany as an unreliable ally. Therefore, some scholars and observers of German foreign 
policy even argue that construction of the pipeline runs against strategic interests of the EU 
and Germany itself (Meister 2019). Yet, despite mounting pressure from both sides of the 
Atlantic, the German government did not back down. What is more, whereas initially the 
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Figure 1: Different public attitudes in the US and Germany to commitments within NATO and the use of 
military force  

Nord Stream pipeline was a pet political project of the German Social Democrats, later it 
became almost an issue of national unity in Berlin, with the Greens being the only political 
party opposing it.   More broadly, Germany’s insistence on deepening energy cooperation 
with Russia against all the odds also showcases that, while Berlin is uncomfortable about 
Russian actions in Ukraine, it does not view the Kremlin as a threat to Germany’s energy 
and national security.   
 
Last, but not least, the attitudes in German public and society should also be considered: 
they add an additional layer of constraints on what political parties in government can do in 
terms of foreign policy. Germans generally have a very little appetite for watching their 
country engage in global geopolitical competition or in military conflicts and crises and 
prefer the country to remain neutral .3 More importantly, Germans are also more skeptical 
when it comes to defending NATO allies (let alone non-NATO partners) against Russia and 
question the necessity of use of military force (figure 1). Moreover, despite Russia’s recent 
military assertiveness, a clear majority of Germans are still in favour of more future 
cooperation with Russia.4 This puts additional pressure on German political parties not to 
cross red lines on electorally unpopular topics which would result in loss of votes. 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Pew Research Center. 2020. “Americans and Germans Differ in Their Views of Each Other and the 
World.” 2020. https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2020/03/09/americans-and-germans-differ-in-their-views-
of-each-other-and-the-world/. 

 

 
 

 
3 For instance, according to one survey, 82% of German respondents think that Germany should remain neutral 
if there is a new US-Chinese cold war (Körber-Stiftung 2020). Same applies to Germany’s place in the US-
Russia competition with a third of Germans prioritizing equidistance as preferred policy option. 
4 According to one public opinion survey conducted by Korbert Stiftung in 2019, 66% of respondents supported 
more cooperation with Russia (Fix, Liana 2020).  
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Will a Green Chancellor be a Game Changer? 
 
The short answer to this question is – no, or at least not immediately. It is true that some 
Green politicians have hawkish positions towards authoritarian states, including Russia and 
China, and their ascent to power may somewhat modify Germany's cuddly approach 
towards the bulwarks of international authoritarianism (Bütikofer 2020). But there are three 
major limitations that the Russia-sceptic Green Realos are going to face. Firstly, within the 
party leadership itself not everyone is thrilled to see Germany engaging in conflicts and 
crisis even if only in the form of arms supplies. Former party leader,  Jürgen Trittin, (SPON 
2021b) and would-be-chancellor Annalena Baerbock (Frankfurter Rundschau 2021) quickly 
condemned the idea of supplying defensive arms to Ukraine, albeit for  different reasons: 
while Trittin is more ideologically inclined, leftist and anti-American, Baerbock’s stance 
came because she knew this step would be unpopular and could cost the Greens many votes 
in upcoming elections. Secondly, a Green chancellor will also encounter opposition from the 
party base, ostensibly traditionally pacifist and anti-militarist in its foreign policy ideology. 
Thirdly, when in government Greens will need to consider the positions of their potential 
coalition partners. Neither Armin Laschet’s CDU nor the traditionally Russia-friendly Social 
Democrats, nor the business-oriented Free Democrats seem to have any appetite for 
challenging Russia and shaking Germany’s foreign policy taboos. Last, but not least, Greens 
will need to consider the mood of German society and the population. It is not a secret that 
active engagement in conflicts and crises and strained relations with Russia are both highly 
unpopular with the German public.  
 
On the other hand, Germany seems to be facing conflicting choices in the changing global 
environment and its decisions are likely to have a significant impact on EaP countries. Some 
analysts argue that while Berlin’s geopolitically cautious foreign policy, based on the 
primacy economic interests,  was well-suited to the post-Cold War world order, the time has 
come for the German government to adapt (Speck 2021). Berlin’s successful formula 
consisted of relying on the US “for security and geostrategic leadership,” “deeply engaging 
economically with China and Russia”, benefitting hugely from globalization by becoming 
“an exporting world champion” and, at the same time, “staying out of crises conflicts (ibid). 
However, the next German government may be forced, both by allies and rivals alike, to 
stop its muddling-through-approach and specify its position on global issues (ibid). 
Moreover, even Berlin can no longer ignore the global trends and the undermining of the 
multilateral order. Should Germany decide to stick to a business-as-usual approach and 
prioritize its business interests with the authoritarian states, increasingly excluding political 
and security issues, not much will change for the Associated countries. However, should 
Berlin become a more geopolitically aware actor it could also significantly shift the political 
balance in the EU’s eastern neighborhood. One way or another, Germany is a key country 
which can tip the balance in either direction.  
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The Way Forward: Exploit Potential, Acknowledge Limitations 
 

So, where does this leave the EU’s Eastern European neighbors? While Berlin‘s approach to 
the EaP region remains ambivalent and contradictory, the countries of the region do not 
have many alternatives to Germany to rely on. US policy focus on the region seems to have 
passed the peak seen under the administration of George W. Bush. Nor do other European 
countries evidence special interests towards the region. France is generally preoccupied with 
MENA and the Sahel regions and sees the EaP and Russia only from a geopolitical prism 
and without a genuine strategic interest. Other Western European countries, such as Italy or 
Spain, are also more interested in the Mediterranean region and have only limited focus on 
the EU’s Eastern neighborhood. The UK, while not opposing Georgia’s and Ukraine’s Euro-
Atlantic prospects, has never really invested significant political or economic resources in 
the EaP region. Similarly, Turkey, while supportive of Georgia and Ukraine, would never 
allow the Associated Trio to risk any deterioration below a certain point in its relations with 
Russia. There are few Eastern European states – Poland, the Baltic States and partly Romania 
- who do strongly endorse the Euro Atlantic prospects of the EaP trio. However, while they 
can have some influence on setting the agenda within NATO or the EU, their combined 
political power is not enough to carry important decisions in either of these organisations.  
This leaves Germany as the only key EU member state with a natural strategic interest in the 
EaP (due to the close geographic proximity) and sufficient political weight to shape the EU’s 
and NATO’s relations with the EaP region, either for or against.     
 
Therefore, though it may often be difficult to communicate with Berlin’s technocratic, 
economistic and Russia-wary political elite, the governments of its EaP neighbors need to do 
their best to reduce Germany‘s circumspection about  them and their future in the Euro-
Atlantic family. In doing so, the EaP countries’ immediate goal should be to ease German 
skepticism about their Euro-Atlantic prospects and to persuade Berlin to give up its veto 
against their further integration into NATO and the EU. To achieve this the EaP countries 
need to at last live up to expectations and deliver fundamental policy changes on 
democratization and the rule of law, albeit these are contrary to the vested interests of most 
of the EaP countries’ ruling elites. The associated countries should also do their best to 
increase their contact with Germany’s public and its civil society. Expanding and 
strengthening such bonds could also prove helpful in altering the caution of Germany’s 
political elite. 
 
On the other hand, the limits on Germany’s role and strategy in the EaP region should also 
be properly recognized in the EaP countries’ strategic foreign policy calculations. There is 
not much the EaP countries can do to change Germany’s traditional reluctance to engage in 
conflicts and crises or its distinctly economics-based culture of national security. These 
attitudes are a part of Germany’s larger political traditions and can be only altered as a 
result of broad critical reflection by Berlin’s political elite on Germany’s role in the world - 
however, it is uncertain if this would ever occur.   
 
In terms of Germany’s relations with Russia, two somewhat contradictory processes are 
running in parallel: while Berlin insists on a continuing strategic energy partnership with the 
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Kremlin, the two countries are also in a state of fundamental political alienation which 
should not be underestimated (Meister 2020).  For many in Berlin, relations with Russia have 
deteriorated from an ambitious, modernization partnership to an adversial one, but with a 
need for selective engagement in areas of shared interests (such as energy cooperation, 
nuclear proliferation and the Middle Eastern conflicts) (ibid). Berlin’s approach has also 
been reflected in recent paradigm shifts in the EU’s Russia policy,  which now seeks 
simultaneously to “push back,“ “constrain“ and “engage“ Russia (European Commission 
2021). While the effectiveness of this new German-European approach has yet to be tested,  
there is now a historical opportunity for Berlin and Brussels to develop  a more 
geopolitically mature Russia policy.  
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